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From the Editor
Trust seems to be at an all-time low in 

the public life at the moment and respect 
for many people in the public eye has 
sunk as a result. With fake news and the 
revelations from the Paradise Papers, 
this is hardly surprising when lying and 
cheating have become habitual for many.

But where does this leave the teaching 
profession, a job which requires a certain  
level of trust from the community? The 
parents of the pupils we teach must trust 
that teachers at their school are doing 
the best they can for the students. Trust 
is assumed and most teachers more 
than live up to expectations. When trust 
and respect breaks down it makes things 
more difficult for everyone, especially the 
student. Yet it is just as common to hear 
teachers talking about 'that parent' in 
the staffroom as it is for parents to talk 
about 'that teacher' at the school gates.

The trust and respect from the pupils 
for their teachers, far from being 
assumed, must be earned. The pupils' 
trust and respect can also be fickle. 

From my own childhood I clearly 
remember thinking about the teacher's 
competence each time he/she tried and 
failed to make the VHS work. A slight 
knock, but the level of trust was largely 
high.

Martin Burrett
@ICTmagic

Yet, when teachers fail to act, or over 
react, there can be a complete break 
down of trust. 

I have seen pupils move classes and 
even move schools because of bullying 
and the inability to deal with it, and I have 
seen families move away after pupils 
were severely sanctioned for running 
on the playground during playtime, 
something they had done everyday for 
years since starting school without any 
problems.

Whether a teacher is seen to be fair 
probably has the greatest impact on 
teacher-pupil relations. Unlike simply 
being consistent, being fair requires 
some effort to really know the pupils in 
your care and for them to know you as 
a human-being. Building rapport doesn't 
mean you need to be their friend, and 
it certainly doesn't mean you should 
be relaxed about poor conduct, but 
being fair means that the pupils will see 
thoughtful and measured responses.

Yet there is a huge mismatch between 
the levels of trust for teachers in the 
wider community and the levels from 
senior leaders and the powers that be.

The accountability agenda has skewed 
the relationship of teachers and senior 
leaders so that every stage of one's 

practice is being justified and re-justified 
through evermore intricate hoops to the 
detriment of learning and the well-being 
of all involved in the learning process.

However, as a profession we are largely 
doing this to ourselves. Because trust 
is paramount when it is about oneself. 
Don't get me wrong... teaching is a 
tough profession with lots of pressures, 
but many of us are second guessing 
ourselves and see the spectre of rules, 
pressures and tasks which either do 
not exist, or are not as complex or 
demanding as we make them. Worse still 
is that these perceived pressures are 
being push down the school hierarchy 
and causing stress, resentment and staff 
resignations along the way.

Let's see if we can rekindle trust within 
and about the profession by trusting in 
ourselves a little more.
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How to detect the risk of dyslexia before learning to read
Difficulty recognising words, decoding and writing problems, limitation 

of reading comprehension… These are the main consequences of 
dyslexia, a cognitive disorder of neurological origin in which a late 
diagnosis is the main handicap.

A study led by investigators of the Basque Centre on Cognition, Brain 
and Language (BCBL) has demonstrated a relationship between the 
capacity of children to learn how to read and their hearing ability.

This breakthrough, published in Frontiers in Psychology, casts light 
upon the detection of the disorder and could help establish the risk of 
dyslexia from an early stage, as well as develop training programmes to 
palliate reading limitations on a preemptive basis.

“The capacity of children to listen and process language is a decisive 
factor in learning to read”, explains Paula Ríos-López, the supervisor of 
the study and a research member of the BCBL.

Read more at uked.chat/detectdyslexia

Trends in children’s fitness not as bad as assumed
Despite suspicions to the contrary, the motor performance of first-

graders has only partly declined over the past decade — at least in one 
region in Germany

Global increases in childhood obesity are frequently assumed to go 
hand-in-hand with decreased motor performance in young children. 
But, according to a report in Frontiers in Pediatrics, first graders around 
Baden-Baden, Germany, have remained reasonably fit over the last ten 
years.

“It is widely believed that motor performance of children has declined 
in recent years and we wanted to find out if this is really true,” says Sarah 
Spengler, first author of the study and a researcher at the Technical 
University of Munich in Germany. “This study tells us that — at least in 
this sample — trends in motor performance in young children are not as 
bad as expected.”

Read more at uked.chat/fitnessassumed

More teens than ever aren’t getting enough sleep
A new study finds young people are likely sacrificing sleep to spend 

more time on their phones and tablets.
If you’re a young person who can’t seem to get enough sleep, you’re 

not alone: A new study led by San Diego State University Professor of 
Psychology Jean Twenge finds that adolescents today are sleeping fewer 
hours per night than older generations. One possible reason? Young 
people are trading their sleep for smartphone time.

Most sleep experts agree that adolescents need 9 hours of sleep 
each night to be engaged and productive students; less than 7 hours 
is considered to be insufficient sleep. A peek into any bleary-eyed 
classroom in the country will tell you that many youths are sleep-deprived, 
but it’s unclear whether young people today are in fact sleeping less.

To find out, Twenge, along with psychologist Zlatan Krizan and graduate 
student Garrett Hisler–both at Iowa State University in Ames–examined 
data from two long-running, nationally representative, government-
funded surveys of more than 360,000 teenagers. The Monitoring the 
Future survey asked U.S. students in the 8th, 10th and 12th grades 
how frequently they got at least 7 hours of sleep, while the Youth Risk 
Behavior Surveillance System survey asked 9th-12th-grade students how 
many hours of sleep they got on an average school night.

Read more at uked.chat/teenssleep

Doing homework is associated with change in personality
Homework may have a positive influence on students’ 

conscientiousness. Results of a study conducted by University of 
Tübingen researchers suggests that students who do more homework 
than their peers show positive changes in conscientiousness. Thus, 
in addition to education, schools may be effecting changes of student 
personalities. The study results were published in the Journal of 
Research in Personality.

Previous research finds that homework effort is consistently related 
to student achievement. Also, conscientiousness appears to be the 
most important personality trait for predicting homework effort. With 
this connection in mind, proponents of homework have argued that the 
effort that students invest in their homework may have positive effects 
by influencing conscientiousness. In their study, the Tübingen scientists 
investigated whether this claim holds true.

They analysed data from a longitudinal study with 2,760 students from 
two different school tracks in the German states of Baden-Württemberg 
and Saxony. Students were initially assessed right after their transition 
from primary to secondary school in fifth grade. For the next three 
years, students were assessed annually between six and eight weeks 
after the start of each school year. They answered questions regarding 
mathematics and German homework completion. They were also asked 
how conscientious they thought they were, including whether they would 
describe themselves as tidy or rather as messy and negligent. 

Read more at uked.chat/hwpersonality
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Study highlights value of acknowledging adolescents’ 
perspectives

Across very different cultures – Ghana and the United States – when 
parents acknowledge the perspectives of their adolescent children and 
encourage them to express themselves, the youths have a stronger sense 
of self-worth, intrinsic motivation, and engagement, and also have less 
depression. Yet having the latitude to make decisions appears to function 
differently in the two cultures, with positive outcomes for youths in the 
United States but not in Ghana.

Those are the conclusions of a new study by researchers at Clark 
University that looked at approaches to parenting teenagers in the two 
countries. The study appears in the journal Child Development.

“A parenting approach that allows teens to feel they are being heard 
has been linked to youths being happier, more self-motivated, and more 
confident,” explains Kristine N. Marbell-Pierre, head of guidance and 
counselling at Ghana International School, who was at Clark University 
when she led the study.

Read more at uked.chat/teenperspectives

Metacognition training boosts general chemistry 
exam scores

Students, and people in general, can tend to overestimate their own 
abilities. But University of Utah research shows that students who 
overcome this tendency score better on final exams. The boost is 
strongest for students in the lower 25 percent of the class. By thinking 
about their thinking, a practice called metacognition, these students 
raised their final exam scores by 10 percent on average – a full letter 
grade.

The study, published today in the Journal of Chemical Education, is 
authored by University of Utah doctoral student Brock Casselman and 
professor Charles Atwood.

“The goal was to create a system that would help the student to better 
understand their ability,” says Casselman, “so that by the time they get to 
the test, they will be ready.”

Read more at uked.chat/metaexam

Earlier school start times may increase risk of 
adolescent depression and anxiety

Teenagers who start high school before 8:30 a.m. are at higher risk of 
depression and anxiety, even if they’re doing everything else right to get a 
good night’s sleep, a recent study out of Rochester, N.Y., suggests.

Led by University of Rochester Medical Center clinical assistant 
professor in Psychiatry Jack Peltz, Ph.D., the study, recently published 
in Sleep Health, not only reinforces the theorised link between sleep and 
adolescent mental health, but is among the first to demonstrate that 
school start times may have a critical impact on adolescent sleep and 
daily functioning. The findings provide additional evidence in the national 
debate over how school start times impact adolescent health.

“Our study is consistent with a growing body of research demonstrating 
the close connection between sleep hygiene* and adolescent mental 
health,” says Peltz, who is also on the faculty of Daemon College in 
Amherst, N.Y. “But ours is the first to really look at how school start 
times affect sleep quality, even when a teen is doing everything else right 
to get a good night’s sleep. While there are other variables that need 
to be explored, our findings show that earlier school start times seem 
to put more pressure on the sleep process and increase mental health 
symptoms, while later school start times appear to be a strong protective 
factor for teens.”

Read more at uked.chat/schstarttimes

Bilingual children learn other languages easier
It is often claimed that people who are bilingual are better than 

monolinguals at learning languages. Now, the first study to examine 
bilingual and monolingual brains as they learn an additional language 
offers new evidence that supports this hypothesis, researchers say.

The study, conducted at Georgetown University Medical Center and 
published in the journal Bilingualism: Language and Cognition, suggests 
that early bilingualism helps with learning languages later in life.

“The difference is readily seen in language learners’ brain patterns. 
When learning a new language, bilinguals rely more than monolinguals on 
the brain processes that people naturally use for their native language,” 
says the study’s senior researcher, Michael T. Ullman, PhD, professor of 
neuroscience at Georgetown.

“We also find that bilinguals appear to learn the new language 
more quickly than monolinguals,” says lead author Sarah Grey, PhD, 
an assistant professor in the department of modern languages and 
literatures at Fordham University. Grey worked with Ullman and co-author 
Cristina Sanz, PhD, on this study for her PhD research at Georgetown. 
Sanz is a professor of applied linguistics at Georgetown.

Read more at uked.chat/bilingualother

linkedin.com/company/ukedchat
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Collaboration

I began my personal journey into the 
world of Cubing when I was attending 
Regis University in Denver, Colorado in 
2009. My senior thesis project involved 
devising a cryptosystem using the 
Rubik’s Cube to encode and decode 
messages. Although my involvement 
with the Rubik’s Cube waned post-
graduation, it was rekindled shortly 
after I became a secondary teacher 
of mathematics in 2014. I had several 
Rubik’s Cubes in my possession from 
my college days and these decorated 
the shelves in my classroom. I recall 
these puzzles catching the eyes of 
many curious pupils. After months of 
traditional curriculum presentation, I 
determined that my students were in 
need of a novel lesson, one that would 
ignite a passion for problem-solving. This 
lesson would involve the colourful and 
alluring hexahedron puzzle on my desk: 
the Rubik’s Cube.
Bringing the Cube to the Classroom

Initially, I thought that teaching the 
students to manipulate the Rubik’s Cube 
back to its solved state would be fun 
and engaging, a lesson in memorization 
of not-so-complicated algorithms (in 
my mind) that would leave them with 
the satisfaction of completing a task 
that only 5-10% of all humans have 
accomplished. This was an intriguing 
lure for several students, who ended 
up finding tutorial videos online and 
practicing at home--and in the hallways 
during breaks--to increase their solving 
speed. For the rest of the class, however, 
the real “hook” was found to be in a 
different area of cubing: mosaic-building. 
After some research, I found the website 
for You CAN Do the Rubik’s Cube. This 
organization provides educators in the 
United States with large quantities of 
Rubik’s Cubes--100, 225, 400 or 600 
Cubes--on loan, at no cost except for 
return shipping. This was extremely 
appealing, because I was able to borrow 
the Cubes for six weeks and return them 
after building several mosaics and giving 
my students the change of pace from 
the traditional math curriculum. During 
the loan period, my class of engaged 
students created Albert Einstein, 
Abraham Lincoln and a version of the 
school logo. Students felt empowered to 
complete these mosaics because they 
only require one to solve for a single 
face, rather than the whole Cube, a much 
more challenging feat.

Perseverance through Pixels & Patterns
This year, I am teaching at a different 

school, where the students learn in a 
non-traditional, alternative academic 
environment. The mission of the school 
is to instil life effectiveness skills which 
include perseverance/resiliency, goal-
setting/time management, conflict 
resolution, social appropriateness and 
healthy risk-taking. In just one class 
period, I have witnessed all of these 
skills permeate through the building of 
the Rubik’s Cube mosaics. The energy in 
the classroom has been unprecedented; 
the students worked together and held 
one another accountable for staying on 
task to reach a shared objective in a set 
amount of time. This phenomenon has 
brought me to question: “How can we 
engage students this way in every class?”

I recall on the first day of this elective 
course, I was almost frantically moving 
between my students, helping them 
learn to solve the “white cross” and 
then the corner “cubies” to complete 
the first layer. This filled most of the 
period. Several students were able to 
solve the whole first layer, allowing 
the group to complete a beginner-level 
gradient mosaic made of 36 Rubik’s 
Cubes with the visual aid of a template 
provided online. Two days later, the 
students created a target design and 
Anne Frank, which were 36 and 100 
Cubes, respectively. During another class 
period, they finished Nikola Tesla, which 
added up to 225 Cubes in all. At various 
points in the hour, I heard comments of, 
“I am about to give up!” and “Ugh, this 
hurts my brain!” It was quite satisfying 
to me after the mosaics were completed 
to hear, “Wow, I can’t believe that we 
finished that! It looks amazing!” My 
colleagues, upon viewing my students’ 
finished products, made similar positive 
feedback, including, “I wish I was 
taking your elective class!” and “That is 
impressive! Did that really just take ONE 
HOUR?!” The word spread and due to 
popular demand and a drive within the 
students to construct bigger mosaics, 
the class was offered the following five 
week session. For the second term, I 
ordered an additional 400 Rubik’s Cubes 
for a total supply of 625 Rubik’s Cubes on 
loan. With the extra inventory, the class 
was able to create numerous 400- and 
600-Cube mosaics.

“We CAN Do the Rubik’s Cube!”
Any educator can lead a group of 

learners to build a work of art using 
Rubik’s Cubes. The preliminary stages 
of solving the first layer are the only 
steps necessary to begin construction of 
mosaics. In a class of seven students, 
we completed designs of well-known 
historical figures, all with the basic 
knowledge of stages one through three 
of the method suggested by You CAN 
Do the Rubik’s Cube, the educational 
branch of Rubik’s Brand Ltd. Teachers 
who do not know how to solve even one 
face can learn within an hour alongside 
their students to create artwork in a 
cooperative environment.

Erno Rubik, the inventor of the Rubik’s 
Cube, commented: “If you are curious, 
you’ll find puzzles around you. If you 
are determined, you will solve them.” 
This resonates with me as I navigate 
the profession of teaching, determined, 
finding puzzles on a daily basis in the 
form of students’ academic and social 
needs, barriers to communication and 
other adversities. I have noticed through 
the challenges, however, that it can 
be quite beautiful when individuals 
come together to achieve a common 
goal. By building the Rubik’s Cube 
mosaics side by side, my students and 
I have discovered that there is “ART” in 
“TEAMWORK.”

Dan Van der Vieren @RTBCoaching 
currently teaches maths to adolescents 
in the United States. He started teaching 
secondary maths in 2014. Dan loves to 
learn from other educators.  He can solve 
the Rubik's Cube and plays finger-style 
classical guitar.

Mathematics with a Twist: Creating Mosaic 
Art and Teamwork with Rubik’s® Cubes
By Dan Van der Vieren

©1974 Rubik’s® Used under license Rubik’s Brand Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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UKEdChat Patrons

UKEdChat is a not-for-profit social enterprise and is crowdfunded by our community. It is our mission to help teachers improve what they 
do in the classroom via social media and other online platforms. UKEdChat is an open community of educators who share teaching ideas 
via online discussions, videos, downloadable resources, articles, our magazine, podcasts, UKEd.Careers listings and our directory, all 
completely free.

UKEdChat is constantly improving what we do and your support will help us keep UKEdChat open, free and innovating for everyone.

Benefits for ALL UKEdChat Patrons:

• Get exclusives and early access to teaching resources, articles, videos and more. These posts here are only available for patrons.

• All patrons get access to our Online Conferences and the archive presentations for no extra cost.

• Direct how UKEdChat develops and request things you think we should be developing for you.

• Make your voice heard via the Patron feed and guide how the UKEdChat community develops.

@bellaale
@cgmckinnon

@fmath75
@Jsharkey02

@JEMMA_MALIK

@kazmuir4
@MissB_Primary

@NickSpeller
@LearningCurve_

@willhaywood

@pennylaine713
@haylori
@hezmar

@MrCwBailey

Get Rewards, Exclusives, Early Access and Give-Aways
Become a UKEdChat Patron

We are currently giving away CPD 
books to new Patrons.*

See details at ukedchat.com/patrons

*conditions apply

Huge thanks to our latest patrons. You make so much of UKEdChat possible!

Watch these archived Presentations the UKEdChat Conference. Click on the images below:

Watch all archived presentations via uked.chat/archivedconf



facebook.com/ukedchat

• We will add you and a link to your social media to our sup-
porters page on UKEdChat.com and on our app.

• Plus rewards from 'Exclusive Treats'.

Get is reward via uked.chat/ukedsupporters

• Monthly social media from @UKEdChat shout out to thank 
you for your pledge.

• Plus rewards from ‘Exclusive Treats’, and ‘Supporters’ above 
and entry into our weekly reward give-away draw.

Get is reward via uked.chat/socialthanks

• Get exclusive/early access to resources, videos and more 
via our private Patreon feed for ALL supporters.

• Exclusive or discounted access to UKEdChat events and 
conferences for ALL supporters.

• We’ll send you a ‘thank you’ email and talk about what a 
special person you are the UKEdChat office.

Get is reward via uked.chat/exclusivetreats

Choose your reward level:

• Published 'thank you' and brief bio/social media info pub-
lished in the UKEd Magazine

• Plus rewards from 'Exclusive Treats', 'Supporters' and 'Social 
Thanks' above.

Get is reward via uked.chat/writtenthanks

• Monthly social media from @UKEdChat shout out to thank 
you for your pledge.

• Plus rewards from ‘Exclusive Treats’, and ‘Supporters’ above 
and entry into our weekly reward give-away draw.

Get is reward via uked.chat/mediashoutout

Choose one of the three reward 
levels below to be included in 
the weekly give-away reward 

draw.
These give-aways include 
Books, EdTech, Stationary, 

Amazon Vouchers and more!
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Are you a business looking for ethical, effective, and good value ways to connect with the educational 
community? Got an event or course you would like to shout about? 

This is an example of the 'text' UKEdChat Magazine 
Message, 150 characters or less, and a link to more info. 

Perfect for those on a budget. Box height is 2.5cm.
Get is via uked.chat/messagetext

This is an example of the 'medium' UKEdChat Magazine 
Message.

Include:
• Up to 300 characters of text, or
• An equivalent size graphic or embedded video, or
• A combination of text and images.

Perfect for making visual impact on a budget.
Box height is 5cm max.

Get is via uked.chat/messagemedium

An example of the 'Large' UKEdChat Magazine Message
     Include:

• Up to 450 characters of text, or
• An equivalent size graphic or embedded video, or
• A combination of text and images, 

Great value and eye-catching.
Box height is 7.5cm max.

Get is via uked.chat/messagelarge

Need more?

UKEdChat offers a range of innovative promotional opportunities, including: 

See more details and options at ukedchat.com/advertising

Live Video Streaming of Live Events

Promoted Website Articles

Webinars

Magazine Promotions & Advertorials

Reviews

Video Channels

Podcast Promotions

Support the UKEdChat Social Enterprise - become a Patron and put your message 
into the UKEd magazine. Be seen by tens of thousands of educators each month.
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Metaverse
A platform for creating 
augmented reality lessons, 
quizzes, games and more.
uked.chat/metaversesite

Dropbox
Essential cloud storage so 
you can access your files from 
anywhere and share them easily 
with colleagues. Sync your files 
so you can access them both 
online and offline.
uked.chat/dropboxtech

Vectr
An online or downloadable image 
editor with a wide range of tools.
uked.chat/vectrsite

Mecabricks
Build models of virtual lego and 
share with your pupils. Great for 
creating objects for your lessons. 
Browse/edit the bank from other 
users.
uked.chat/mecabrickssite

Parts of Speech
This is an interesting grammar 
resource. It identifies the parts 
of speech into separate coloured 
categories.
uked.chat/partsspeech

Aquation
Game teaching about water 
conservation and management 
where users choose water policy, 
research and inferstructure on a 
global stage.
uked.chat/aquation

ICTmagic EdTech
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01702 780051    piota.co.uk

Boost engagement       Stimulate feedback       Improve communications       Save time and cost

- Android and Apple phones and tablets
- One place for all essentials about school
- Fast and easy for school and users

“Having an app has brought us firmly into 
the 21st century, our parents love the 
immediacy of the information and the 
layout.”
Gail Hard, Headteacher

Bridge the gap with an app

@piotaapps

Browse the new UKEd.Directory
A place for educators, schools and everyone in the education sector to

network and connect.
Create your profile at www.uked.directory/register
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twitter.com/ukedchat

The media often reports that today's 
youth don't have the right digital 
skills for tomorrow's digital economy. 
The newly published Royal Society's 
Computing Education report (uked.
chat/roysoccomputing) seems to 
support this, showing that many 
schools are a long way from equipping 
pupils with coding and computer 
science skills to help them excel in the 
workplace, and even disadvantaging 
them in their personal lives as the 
march of digitisation becomes ever 
more pervasive.

In each of the curricula of the UK there 
is a requirement for pupils at primary 
schools to learn elements of computer 
science and coding. Yet many of us do 
not have the skills and confidence to 
teach this. Here are some basic pre-
coding, computational ideas that you 
can complete with your class to begin 
on your digital journey, before you even 
begin on a computer.

1. Do As You're Told!

Building lists of instructions, or 
algorithm, which are simple enough 
and in the right order for a computer to 
understand, which can't infer meaning 
or guess what you are attempting to do 
(despite that Microsoft animated paper 
clip's best efforts), is a little tricky, 
especially for young learnings. 

Begin by telling your pupils to do 
various cleaning chores around the 
classroom. Hopefully this will not be a 
new experience for them, so move on 
to asking them to do it while pretending 
to be robots. Call out a few simple 
unbroken down instructions which the 
pupils should complete without issue. 
Next, take a moment to marvel at how 
clean your classroom is looking for a 
change.

Discuss about how real robots need 
broken down instructions. Model this 
and allow the pupils to try it. 

Practice breaking down everyday 
tasks into the minute details. Pretend 
to be a easily misunderstanding, 
non-inferring robot and model some 
instructs verbally given by a pupil to 

complete an everyday task. Ensure that 
you do exactly as the pupil tells you, 
hopefully to good comic effect. Ask the 
pupils to refine their instructions until 
there is no ambiguity.

2. Repetitive Music

Think that new fangled modern 
music sounds repetitive? Loops are 
used extensively in coding and music 
is a great way to practice and think 
about how repeated sections are used 
again and again. Nursery rhymes and 
children's songs are great for this. 
Counting songs, such as Ten Green 
Bottles, repeat the majority of the lyrics, 
changing just the number and moving 
from plural to singular once there is 
only one item remaining.

Other repetitive songs include Row, 
Row, Row Your Boat, Hickory Dickory 
Dock, and Old McDonald Had a Farm.

Choose a song and ask your pupils to 
identify the sections which repeat.

Ask your pupils to design a flow 
diagram with arrows connecting the 
sections which are on post-its or loose 
paper. Put the song in order. Remove 
the sections that repeat leaving only 
one of each. Modelling before the 
pupils try, move the arrows to cycle 
back to the repeated sections so the 
diagram should have a few circular 
lines. Ask the pupils to try the diagram 
activity and see if they can use it to 
sing the song.

Prepare an unseen repeating song or 
poem in this cyclical diagram and see if 
the pupils can follow it.

Can they do the same for repeated 
dance routines?

3. Where am I going?

Calling out instructions as an event 
unfolded is fairly easy. But planning 
all instructions first takes much more 
thought.

Ask your pupils to draw (or make in 
MineCraft) some basic mazes. Ask 
them to write a list of instructions to 
complete their maze, then swap mazes 
with others and repeat.

Use a large woolly hat or 3D cinema 
glasses with paper covering the lenses 
to obstruct the view of a pupil. Ensure 
this 'blindfold' allows the pupils to 
see their feet (health and safety and 
all that) but doesn't allow them to see 
much else.

This pupil will navigate a maze of PE 
cones following only the instructions 
being called out by their partner.

Next, the pair need to write all the 
instructions to navigate a new maze 
before they begin. If a mistake is 
made, the navigator must return to the 
beginning and amend the instructions.

Finally, add a competitive element by 
repeating the previous activity with a 
new maze, but this time against the 
clock and compare times with other 
groups.

4. Logical and Loopy Writing

Ever had deja vu? Some stories 
repeat elements, most notably in 
time-travel sci-fi. Ask your pupils to 
write a branching story, where the 
read chooses a path. This is similar 
to how simple logic gate are thought 
of and how one choice can change 
the direction of how the algorithm 
instructions of code is altered by 
interacting with the user and other 
processes. Aim for one beginning, two 
middle sections and two ending for 
each of the middle sections, making 
four in total. You can make one of the 
choices to return the read to an earlier 
section. Ever had deja vu?

5. Motherboard to Game Board

Board games like Mouse trap are 
good examples of processes with lead 
step by step to a result, and are started 
with an initial trigger. Demonstrate this 
for you pupils. You can also use a video 
of falling dominoes in multiple paths, 
such as uked.chat/domcoding.

Ask your pupils to design a 
boardgame which incorporates this 
idea of triggers and multiple paths to 
win the game.

If you think you are ready for some 
coding on the computer, use Scratch 
via scratch.mit.edu and begin building 
your offline game into a digital game.

5 Offline Coding Ideas
By Martin Burrett



Classroom Teaching

As I stood in the school hall, during 
assembly on National Languages Day, I 
felt such pride, but equally astonishment 
at how the children had embraced the 
task of saying hello in as many languages 
as possible. I watched in amazement as 
the 34th child stood up in front of the 
school to share his knowledge of yet 
another greeting from a different country. 
I don’t know whether it was the sheer 
volume of children or their confidence 
whilst standing in front of the school and 
speak a different language that struck 
me most, but whatever it was, made me 
reflect on how I had come to be in this 
moment.

My career journey has led me to the 
current privilege of working Head of EAL 
and MFL at a junior school, doing a job 
I love and sharing powerful moments 
like this with the children and staff. 
From a young age I have always known 
that I wanted to be a teacher. Even as 
a young child, I arranged my playroom 
as a classroom regularly instructed my 
younger sister to answer the register 
I had created, before completing the 
workbook I had spent time designing 
earlier that day.  

My experience as a school pupil 
further fuelled my desire to teach. I 
grew up loving school and being keen 
to learn each day. However, it was one 
teacher and lesson, which had the most 
profound impact and altered the way I 
viewed teaching. I suppose It allowed 
me to realise that language learning, in 
fact all learning can take many forms 
and the most practical and sometimes 
unexpected lessons, can be the most 
memorable. My language teachers were 
all energetic, enthusiastic and clearly 
possessed great passion, but one, 
took this a step further. We had been 
studying French songs and translating 
Edith Piaf songs. This culminated in our 
teacher taking us up to the roof of our 
tower block building, 16 floors high to 
song je ne regret rien at the top of our 
voices. Not only was this memorable 
but 26 ears on, I still know the words! 
Without realising it at the time, we were 
learning and having fun. I went on to 
pass my degree, followed my heart and 

achieved my ambition of becoming a 
teacher. Along the way, I seized every 
opportunity to spend time abroad taking 
up chances to shadow teachers in 
French school, studied a semester of my 
degree in Germany and even completed a 
teaching practice abroad. Each of these 
endeavours only increased my passion 
for languages.

One experience, which led me to really 
see the value and merit in learning 
different languages, but also had an 
impact on my teaching, was my time 
working in an international school in 
Germany. It was truly incredible to 
watch children as young as five learning 
lessons in English, then playing and 
conversing with one another in German, 
English and other languages. Even those 
who did not share a nationality, found a 
common language to converse in.  Whilst 
teaching a multitude of nationalities, 
it became imperative to use practical 
methods and concrete resources. This is 
something I have kept with me and truly 
believe makes a difference to children’s 
understanding and recall of what they 
have learnt.

After seventeen years of teaching, 
I can honestly say that I have never 
enjoyed my job more than now. The 
key to my happiness is watching the 
children experience the same joy and 
enthusiasm that I felt from learning all 
those years ago. I know that feeling of 
rushing to prepare lessons having just 
finished the pile of marking and trying 
to plan for a range of children with 
an array of learning needs. Practical 
lessons not only make concepts more 
memorable, they are also accessible to 
all children. In language lessons this 
has become a reality in a variety of 
ways: children have created restaurant 
role plays using self- created French 
menus, used Euros to pay, whiteboard 
cloths as waiter’s towels and flowers 
from my classroom window as table 
decorations. A reminder that resources 
do not need to cost a lot! The children’s 
confidence peaked in this situation as 
they used the vocabulary we had learnt 
in previous lessons to order their food. 
Other practical lessons involved taking 

Nursery out to hunt for colourful autumn 
leaves, which we then said the French 
colours for and sorted into groups. A year 
two class recently learnt French fruits 
by guessing my smoothie ingredients 
and which fruits were in my shopping 
bag, before writing their own smoothie 
recipes. Following this lesson, one child 
demonstrated they had retained the 
knowledge from this encounter by going 
on to make a smoothie at home with 
their family following their French recipe 
and naming the fruits they used for their 
parents in French. Another lesson saw 
children directing each other around 
the classroom in French, making giving 
directions suddenly more important, 
when needing to avoid classroom 
obstacles. Although my lessons are 
language based, I believe that the 
principle of using practical methods 
to teach any subject creates a lasting 
impression on children and makes the 
content of what’s being taught more 
memorable. Whether it is using smarties 
for ratio work in Mathematics or bringing 
History to life through drama we as 
teachers need to unleash our creativity 
to provide as many opportunities for 
practical learning.

I am living proof that having inspiring 
teachers, who bring learning to life 
and explain not just concepts, but also 
take the time to set up real, practical 
learning opportunities can result in 
the  development of an individual with 
lifelong love of learning. I implore all 
those in our profession to remember the 
teachers who inspired them and perhaps 
had an influence on us choosing this 
vocation. It is important to remember 
that the passions we ignite now can lead 
to lifelong interests and have a genuine 
lasting impact. In my opinion practical 
is powerful, memorable and above all 
accessible to all children.

Natalie Burdett @Natalieburdett9 is a 
Junior School MFL and EAL co-ordinator 
and language enthusiast. I am fortunate 
enough to be able to spend my days 
sharing my enthusiasm and teaching 
languages to children from Nursery to 
Year 6.

Language Teaching: A Practical approach 
By Natalie Burdett
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Engaging Teaching
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One year on from my article at 
uked.chat/willyougo: what we now 
know- reasons, answers and workable 
solutions 

Just as characters are usually at the 
heart of every story, any good reading 
intervention needs to have each pupil 
at its focus. As a large comprehensive 
school (1250 pupils), the first issue 
was to find a manageable way to learn 
about many pupils’ reading habits 
and attitudes. The first time through I 
unfortunately learnt the lesson the hard 
way: I’d surveyed the whole of our Year 
9 cohort (roughly 200 pupils) using the 
full National Literacy Trust survey and 
had the paper version to trawl through. 
It’s fair to say that I knew those pupils 
very well by the end of reviewing their 
surveys. However, the process wasn’t 
time-efficient and whilst some of their 
answers were very interesting, the useful 
information I needed could be obtained 
by asking pupils fewer questions. 

The next time around, I reduced the 
survey to the key questions which were 
good indicators of pupils who needed 
intervention with reading. Even better, 
this year, I have an online version which 
means I’ll be able to process the data 
much more quickly.
Know the right questions to ask

Once armed with the data about who 
needs the help, the next step was to 
work out which type of intervention 
pupils are going to respond to well. My 
first time around everyone did the same 
thing. We had 56 non-readers and 40+ 
members of staff all taking part in a ‘30 
days reading challenge’. The feedback 
from the intervention was positive. 
After taking part in the challenge 65% 

Where Will You Go Today Without Taking A Single Step 
& Who Will Go With You?
By Jenny Martindale

of pupils had gone from not having a 
regular reading habit to reading on a 
weekly basis. However, the reasons 
why were varied. Some pupils enjoyed 
taking part in a challenge; others liked 
reading with other pupils; some liked 
the set time limit; a few liked knowing 
that teachers were also reading and 
some others enjoyed receiving a (small) 
prize at the end. We also still had 35% of 
pupils who hadn’t engaged at all.

Match the right kind of intervention to 
the right pupil

The crucial aspect of the first reading 
intervention was that it taught me 
that it was not only about the book 
choice when it came to motivating 
reluctant readers. It made sense that 
if we provided pupils with a form of 
intervention that they felt positively 
about (despite their negative feelings 
about reading), it was bound to be 
more successful than forcing them to 
do something they didn’t want to do. 
In the final summer term, a Herculean 
effort on the part of a dedicated group 
of teachers resulted in us trialling: one 
to one sessions with our most reluctant 
readers, reading groups, short stories 
and quiz club and another reading 
challenge! Moreover, just for good 
measure we also tried to consider 
how to help below age readers and 
non-readers from our top sets as well. 
Was each pupil starting their summer 
holidays feeling re-invigorated about 
reading? It was too difficult to tell as 
my head was spinning from trying to 
coordinate so many things at the same 
time. Despite being an avid reader, I was 
worried for the first time that I wouldn’t 
get my book finished within the time 
limit!

Remember it’s a marathon not a race
This year has so far started as a 

time of reflection and refinement. The 
Summer Reading Challenge I’d issued 
to our new Year 7 starters on their 
induction day ditched the ‘design an 
alternative front cover’ to focus solely 
on reading. I didn’t get as many entries 
handed in but I now know the top 27 (out 
of 200) readers in that Year Group who 
have great reading stamina, a regular 
reading habit and the ability to read a 
range of texts. They are all receiving a 
rewards letter from the Headmaster and 
a personal invitation to our advanced 
KS3 reading club. 

Before I dive into the next round of 
reading interventions, I’m also collating 
as much data linked to reading ability 
about each pupil so I can make an 
informed decision about who needs the 
help the most.

It’s not just about the book choice but 
many other factors as well

Finally sharing the responsibility 
for creating a school of readers as a 
structured system has also needed 
review and refinement. At regular points 
throughout last year and at the end of 
the year, I consulted with Form Tutors 
and English Teachers (at my school and 
through Twitter) to get their feedback 
and thoughts. Although the refinements 
are not revolutionary, I have learnt that 
small steps which are easy to measure 
work better than all-new singing and 
dancing projects. I now believe that slow 
and steady is the way to tackle reading 
reluctance and below age readers.

Jenny Martindale @MartindaleJenny 
is a Secondary English Teacher and 
Professional Tutor at The Nelson 
Thomlinson School.
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Classified Messages
Any UK school with students aged 16-19 can register for 
free access to FT.com, allowing teachers and students 
to read FT articles, graphics, videos, and other content 
online. Institutions can register here for FT for Schools 

uked.chat/ftschools

Event: Southern Rocks 2018 #srocks18 is taking shape.
Three amazing keynote speakers and 30+ teacher led 

sessions for you to look forward to.
Get tickets via uked.chat/srocks18

TeachMeet Preston

Thursday 8th February 2018

#TMPreston

Get is via uked.chat/tmpreston18

Planning an event, showcasing a 
product, or have something else 

to share?
Add your message here.

View page 10 to find out how.

Come witness the future of e-Portfolios/VLEs! We surpass 
the competition with version 1 and lots more to come. 

Major early-bird discounts and personalised demo 
booking at devourlearning.com  #devouryourlearning
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In Brief...

Teachers: Is AI Coming to Take Your Job?
Artificial Intelligence is a hot topic at the moment, with 

estimates varying wildly about how many jobs will be replaced by 
machine learning algorithms. Whatever the outcome in reality, it 
is clear that schools will need to change, in order to prepare their 
students for the resulting impact on society and the skills needed 
for future employment.

Perhaps even more significantly for the teaching profession, 
adaptive learning systems have the potential to provide a truly 
personalised learning experience for students. By using vast 
quantities of data, analysing a particular student’s responses, 
speed of progress, even facial expressions, these systems 
promise to provide highly detailed feedback and a uniquely 
tailored programme of learning, which even the most dedicated 
and experienced teachers would struggle to compete with.

Given all this, what place is there for teachers in the classroom 
of the future? There are, perhaps, still reasons to be optimistic, 
although the role of the teacher will inevitably change. 

Perhaps the future of teaching will involve coaching and 
mentoring students, focusing on their performance and 
intellectual characteristics (for example, resilience, independence 
and resourcefulness), while the majority of content delivery, 
assessment and feedback is dealt with by machine learning 
algorithms.
@AIConf2018 Assistant Head (Digital Strategy) - Wells, Somerset

A Behaviour Policy in Brief
Article 29 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child states that education should help children use their talents and abilities.  It 

should also help them to live peacefully, protect the environment and respect other people.
But how can this be translated into something practical and easy to understand for our pupils?
These three questions may help them to make sense of a whole school approach:

1. Am I trying my best?
We can’t try our best at everything, all of the time - or can we? If expectations are high enough and made clear through consistency then 

maybe, yes - our pupils try their best to be the best pupils that they can be.
2.  Am I helping others?

Our school is a micro-version of the wider world.  We make our school a better place when we try to help others and when we support 
each other to feel collective responsibility for success and achievements.
We help each other.  We celebrate together - there is no division.
3.  Am I making the right choice?

Our approach to behaviour management is no more complex than this.  In a supportive environment with ‘zero tolerance’ we try to teach 
our pupils that it is OK to make mistakes - we’ll be here to guide them in making the right choices.  

As we try to create a better school for all we talk the language of choices, mistakes and doing our best.
It is easy to take for granted that the complexity that is ‘education’ should make perfect sense to our pupils.  With these three questions 

we may at least have a way a making a start..."
@cmac_uk Headteacher - Camberley, Surrey

A Call to Arms for Professional Development
Day in, day out education is under siege – not just by external 

agents but, more worryingly, from within. I’ve lost count of the 
amount of times I’ve bitten the rosy red apple of education to find 
it rotten under the surface, tainted and bruised by pessimism and 
hopelessness of what some say is a lost cause.

According to Nelson Mandela, “education is the most powerful 
weapon we can use to change the world” but surely it is also a 
weapon with which we can change education itself? A tool with 
which we can carve out the education system we aspire to be part 
of.

Okay, so education is not always a hospitable beast, nor is it a 
shiny red apple, but it is an opportunity. An opportunity to make a 
difference to something somewhere, to someone. Sometimes to 
see that opportunity one must step back, take flight and look with 
eagle-eyed determination on the situation unfolding before them. 
For me, my wings have arrived alongside an arsenal of further 
study and wider reading, through dialogue with others fighting the 
same battle, through action-research carried out in the trenches 
of the school corridor, through my own education – my weapon of 
choice!

@D30Claire Research Lead - South Yorkshire
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10 Simple Wins to Build Relationships With Students
Educating children is not easy. Schools are under more scrutiny 
than ever before and pressure is constantly on. Progress is key. 
Data is everything. When teachers are under such pressure and 
accountable for the progress of all children, taking time to plan, 
prepare and assess can replace time developing relationships 
with our students – especially those that we (wrongly) label 
“challenging”.  
However, building positive relationships is an essential task of 
good teaching for children to thrive, make progress, increase 
attainment and to connect with others. For relationships 
to be meaningful, interactions need to be warm, caring and 
responsive. This ensures children feel a sense of security, 
wellbeing and belonging. Developing these relationships enables 
children to develop “social competence” - the ability to build 
positive friendships and the self-regulation of their emotions. 
Therefore, adults need to invest time and attention in building 
relationships. Long-term taking the time to build relationship 
will save time - time spent implementing assessment and 
intervention strategy, including punitive measures – the opposite 
of what is needed to engage children. 
Relationships need to be meaningful.  Thus, it is essential to gain 
a thorough understanding of child, their interests, background, 
and culture. It doesn’t need to be over intellectualised and there 
are simple wins:
1. Greet every child at the door by name with a handshake
2. Listen to a child’s ideas and stories and be an appreciative 

audience.
3. Have a conversation over lunch.
4. Recognise positives. 

- Call a child’s parents to say what a great day had. 
- Send positive notes home. 
- Provide immediate praise and encouragement.

5. Share information about yourself.
6. Display child’s work. 

7. Play a game or play outside with the child. 
8. Call a child after a bad day and say “I’m sorry we had a 
bad day today – I know tomorrow is going to be better!”  
9. Tell a child how much he or she was missed when the 
child misses a day of school. 
10. Be consistent and patient. Relationships need trust and 
pose an emotional risk to children.

Teachers will begin to see the “ripple effect” of relationship 
building. As children learn in the context of caring relationships 
with adults, they will make progress behaviourally, academically, 
socially and emotionally.

@edu_wellbeing Deputy SENCO / Skills Centre lead - Southampton

T for Transition
T is for Transition. T is for trying to tantalise the academic 

taste-buds of our year six students ready for year seven. T is 
for creating tenacity in transition and induction and creating a 
pleasant pathway into secondary school. 

So many of us can’t remember our transition because we 
were of generation who were told to ‘just get on with it!’. My ‘T 
for Transition’ was a ‘triadic cluster’ of : trepidation, terror and 
trembling knees. We were not cushioned by a gentle whoosh 
into following a timetable and understanding the first lesson. 
It was more like a firm push or even kick by the class bully into 
anticipating a day of confusion, intimidation and boring ‘old-
school’ teacher’s rhetoric. 

But, now I lead on Transition for my academy, T really has to be 
for Transition. 

I am currently working on a policy document whereby I can 
measure and mark the process of Transition and show a through-
line from start to finish. My aim is to provide cohesion and align 
the process with our academy mantra: Consistent. Insistent. 
Persistent. I hope to have a full programme in place which takes 
the student from their ‘happy place’ amidst the fun projects that 
they learn from so well, to our ‘happy place’ in year seven. This 
‘transition’ involves: primary visits and familiarisation for the 
student of Key staff and who the ‘friendly faces’ are, induction 
days set within a project-based timetable of learning about their 
new subjects and themselves and each other, a nurture afternoon 
for those coming on their own from primary school, summer 
school and interacting with their new Academy via our ever-
evolving visual learning environment. All of the aforementioned 
are in place and fulfilling their ‘theory of evolution’ and I hope to 
add more to ‘T for Transition’ and place it firmly within the fabric 
of our academy’s pedagogy and practice. 

My Stanislavski-esq ‘super-objective’ will be to offer to other 
schools and academies to become part of their practice. Who 
knows? What I do know is that, from research and practice, 
attendance has improved, spirits are high and there are less 
students feeling likely to refuse themselves their education. 
Things seem ‘on the up’ and this can only mean good things for 
our students transitioning from Key Stage two to three and which 
will hopefully ‘pay dividends’ to staff who are about to welcome 
them into the small fold or community of their subject. "

@SarahLWilliam11 Great Barr, Birmingham - Head of Key Stage 3
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Comment

Over the last couple of weeks, there 
has been an overwhelming outrage 
in the press about the inappropriate 
behaviours of Members of Parliament, 
in the UK, and sexual behaviours of 
actors and directors in the movie 
industry. It appears that the landscape 
is shifting, with individuals in power 
who thought they were untouchable 
are now seeing their behaviours placed 
under the spotlight and having to deal 
with the fallout. This is not the place to 
pass judgement on the stories that are 
currently emerging – there are more 
qualified and informed people who 
can do that – but one pattern that is 
strongly evident from the recent stories 
is the abuse of power, and behaviours, 
that people in risen positions display. 
Yet, this abuse of position is not 
exclusive to politicians, celebrities or 
royalty, it is clearly evident in everyday 
life, including school classrooms, 
playgrounds and the school staffroom. 
This doesn’t justify the behaviours, but 
it does place further scrutiny under 
those in power to be fully accountable 
of their position, acting in good faith 
for those people working ‘beneath’ 
them in everyday situations.

There are many varieties of abuse 
that can be seen in a daily life, such as 
physical, psychological and emotional 
abuse, to name just a couple that 
can be common in the daily life of a 
school. We often term forms of abuse 
as ‘bullying’, but when young people 
turn on each other, the behaviour is 
based on them establishing ‘pecking 
orders’ – who is going to be friends 
with who, and who is going to be in my 
gang – and many schools are excellent 
at dealing with ‘playground’ issues 
as mentioned here. However, beyond 
this, the abuse of power by the adults 
working in a school can be even more 
damaging as pressures from ‘above’ to 
produce excellent exam/test scores, 
reduce the demand on the school 
budgets, or fill school places becomes 
impalpable. Some individuals thrive 
under this pressure when in a position 

Abusing One’s Power
By @digicoled

of power, whereas others flip under the 
pressure, behaving in a way that they 
would normally consider abhorrent.

We are often appalled at hearing 
stories, from teachers, who describe 
the behaviours of head-teachers, 
heads of departments, or member of 
the School Leadership Team who act 
in unreasonable ways, threatening 
capability procedures, lock office doors 
after exams to “check how the pupils 
did”, or demand such unreasonably 
high expectations on teachers who 
are already working 80 hour weeks to 
ensure their teaching is of such high 
quality for the students who they care 
about so much. The pressures from 
governing bodies, inspection bodies, 
league tables and government go a 
long way in pushing individuals to 
act in ways that, upon reflection, they 
would themselves be appalled at, but 
by no means does that justify such 
abuse of power.

The author, Auliq Ice once said, 
“The highest mode of corruption is 
the abuse of power.” This often can 
take many forms, such as taking 
advantage of someone, gaining 
access to information that shouldn’t 
be accessible, or just manipulating 
someone with the ability to punish 
them if they don’t comply. Additionally, 
abuse of power also displays a lack 
of respect for individuals, a sense 
of entitlement, and also a feeling of 
being untouchable. But perhaps now 
the tables are turning, and they need 
to be turned at the top of society for 
the permutations to be felt lower 
down. Stories have been shared that 
abuse of power in education is strife, 
with head-teachers and leaders hiding 
behind processes, organisations and 
manipulating others to target staff 
who they don’t feel fit into their master 
plan. Reports of bullying, manipulating 
governing bodies, and lies are rife in 
many school settings. Essentially, it is 
cheaper to get rid of more expensive, 
experienced staff, and replace them 

with younger and cheaper staff, who 
will probably go along with the games 
instigated by the leaders.

But now, perhaps, the magnifying 
glass will start to shift. Perhaps those 
staff who themselves have been 
misrepresented by leaders will start 
to question the ethical side of their 
actions, standing up to those who 
abuse their power or don’t fall into the 
trap of being manipulated for their own 
self-preservation. Maybe, the balance 
of power is now starting to shift, and 
about time too.

Fundamentally, all this goes beyond 
‘banter’, initiation processes or ‘just 
having a laugh’ and, to me, is where 
terms like ‘resilience’ or encouraging 
people to ‘brush off’ incidents just 
aren’t enough. All of us will fall into a 
position of power at some time in our 
life and is prominent in the education 
system. Reflecting on our behaviour, 
again, is inadequate. It’s now the time 
that we should all foster a little more 
respect for each other, at a time when 
divisive debates are strife in society, 
and thinking before acting, rather than 
regretting it later. Look how people 
who undertake physical sports, such 
as judo or boxing, respect the power 
they have and learn not to abuse it. 
Self-control is a skill many of us fail to 
truly master, but by internalising key 
questions as well as being aware of 
our thinking process (metacognitive 
processes, for example) before we act 
can soon make us more responsible 
and reasonable, becoming individuals 
who have earned respect, rather than 
have demanded it.

So, are we making informed choices? 
Are we thinking about the implications 
of our words before saying them? Are 
we able to put ourselves in the position 
of others, who may take our words 
or actions the way we do not intend? 
These are tough questions when going 
through life at 100mph, but there is 
more to life that links us all together 
than separates us.

Read more from @digicoled via 
uked.chat/digicoleddigest
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Perspective

It’s the end of the first week of term 
and it has been so positive. I have 
tried to spend most of my day being 
the leader I want to be, engaging the 
‘spirit energy' (see Peter Drucker). 
I spent summer reflecting on my 
values and vision, and I’m fortunate 
to have been handed the reins for the 
Curriculum in my school. To realise 
the vision, I’ve employed the help of 
a team of subject leaders, and today 
I met with them for the first time. 
I knew this was probably our most 
important discussion; my opportunity 
to engage them in the future (see 
Steve Radcliffe, Future Engage 
Deliver), and so I spent the week prior 
to this discussing and reflecting with 
SLT to ensure I was ready.

My concern was how to engage my 
team in the vision I had spent so long 
formulating, in just the hour I had with 
them. Talking to my colleagues this 
week we found ourselves referring to 
narratives and stories that breathe 

Under the Bridge Thinking 
By @_misseaston

life into our beliefs. Recently I came 
across a Buzzfeed article uked.chat/
bridschool about the School Under 
the Bridge and it resonated.

Situated under a subway bridge in 
Delhi, India, the school was set up by 
Rajesh Kumar Sharma.

“Back in the 1989, I had to drop 
out after the first year of college in 
Aligarh due to worsening financial 
condition of my family. When I passed 
out of class 12 in the science stream, 
I too dreamt of becoming an engineer. 
That unfulfilled dream has turned into 
this school.”

Sharma had moral purpose, and he 
did something about it. What he didn’t 
have was money, teachers or even 
a building to put the children in. Yet 
the school has grown from 3, to 200 
pupils, the local community regularly 
donate clothes and equipment and 
Sharma is accompanied by other 
volunteer teachers.

"I just believe I have to give my best 
in teaching these children because 
otherwise they will become part of a 
generation lost due to poverty." 
Sharma experienced a reality where 
a child’s future was dictated by the 
income of their parents. This was his 
burning platform. He had no means 
to achieve his vision other than his 
will, and he made the jump. This is 
the essence of what I want my team 
to understand. These children are 
our burning platform. Our vision for 
them is non-negotiable. As John 
Jones says, we are the difference. 
Is it acceptable that we don’t realise 
our vision because we don’t have 
the time, or money, or staff? Can 
we offer any acceptable excuse for 
our children’s life chances to be 
compromised? Like Sharma, I believe 
not. So, in today’s meeting I shared 
Sharma’s story and put the question 
to the team; What is our School 
Under the Bridge thinking? This is the 
question we will return to as we work 
through the process of redesigning 
our curriculum and making it fit for 
purpose for our young people.


